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Abstract

In clinical trials it is not uncommon to face a multiple testing problem which can have an

impact on both type I and type II error rates, leading to inappropriate interpretation of

trial results. Multiplicity issues may need to be considered at the design, analysis and in-

terpretation stages of a trial. The proportion of trial reports not adequately correcting for

multiple testing remains substantial. The purpose of this article is to provide an introduc-

tion to multiple testing issues in clinical trials, and to reduce confusion around the need

for multiplicity adjustments. We use a tutorial, question-and-answer approach to address

the key issues of why, when and how to consider multiplicity adjustments in trials. We

summarize the relevant circumstances under which multiplicity adjustments ought to be

considered, as well as options for carrying out multiplicity adjustments in terms of

trial design factors including Population, Intervention/Comparison, Outcome, Time frame

and Analysis (PICOTA). Results are presented in an easy-to-use table and flow

diagrams. Confusion about multiplicity issues can be reduced or avoided by considering

the potential impact of multiplicity on type I and II errors and, if necessary pre-specifying

statistical approaches to either avoid or adjust for multiplicity in the trial protocol or ana-

lysis plan.
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Introduction

Multiplicity issues are not uncommon in randomized con-

trolled trials. Multiplicity refers to the potential inflation of

the type I error rate as a result of multiple testing, for ex-

ample due to multiple subgroup comparisons, comparisons

across multiple treatment arms, analysis of multiple out-

comes, and multiple analyses of the same outcome at differ-

ent times. A type I error refers to erroneously rejecting the

null hypothesis, where the probability of a type I error is

commonly referred to as the significance level of the trial. A

major implication of multiple testing is that the overall sig-

nificance level of the trial may need to be adjusted to account

for multiplicity.1 The proportion of trial reports not ad-

equately correcting for multiple testing in the literature re-

mains substantial.2–4 For example, one study evaluated

multi-arm trials published in four major medical journals

(the British Medical Journal, Lancet, New England Journal

of Medicine and PLoS Medicine) between January 2012 and

December 2012. It found that among 39 multi-arm con-

firmatory trials, only 46% performed multiplicity adjust-

ments.4 This is despite many educational articles1,5,6 and

textbooks7,8 addressing this topic in practice. The purpose

of this article is to provide an introduction to multiple testing

adjustments in clinical trials, and to reduce the confusion

around the need to adjust for multiplicity. Before any treat-

ment code is broken in a clinical trial, of primary importance

is a detailed predefined statistical analysis plan. We use a

tutorial-style question-and-answer approach to address the

key issues of why, when and how to consider adjustments

for multiple testing in trials. Results are presented in easy-to-

use tables and flow diagrams to mitigate the burden of read-

ing and understanding, especially for novice researchers.

Why do we need to consider multiple testing
adjustments?

When a set of hypotheses are tested simultaneously within

the same study, the overall type I error rate (i.e. the prob-

ability of rejecting at least one null hypothesis given that all

nulls are in fact true) is increased, potentially resulting in an

increased risk of a false-positive finding. For instance, if we

have five independent or related true null hypotheses, each

tested simultaneously at a nominal significance level of

a¼ 5% (where a refers to the probability of a type I error),

the true type I error over all the tests is 23%. This can be

easily calculated using the binomial probability distribution,

i.e. Pðat least one siginficant resultÞ ¼ 1� ð1� aÞk, where k

is the number of tests. Therefore in the case of five tests, if

we do not control for multiple testing we will have a 23%

chance to obtain at least one significant result when indeed

the null hypothesis is true, whereas authors and readers may

believe that the type I error rate is maintained at the level of

5%. The probability of making a false-positive finding in

multiple testing (in this case, 23%) is also called the

experiment-wise or family-wise error rate. If adequate ad-

justments are not made in multiple testing, findings may be

misleading. Besides the increased risk of spurious statistical

significance, multiplicity also has important implications for

sample size determination and interpretation of study re-

sults.1,9 Therefore we need to consider multiplicity adjust-

ments in designing, analysing and interpreting trials.

Frequently asked questions (FAQs): when
should we consider multiplicity
adjustments?

What if we have more than two study arms?

One common multi-arm trial design compares multiple ex-

perimental interventions with one control arm. This multi-

arm design can improve efficiency by reducing the sample

size over that required for separate trials, or increase statis-

tical power for the same sample size.2,4,10 One systematic

review reported that among all the randomized controlled

trials published in 2009, the proportion of multi-arm de-

signs was 17.6%, reflecting the increased popularity of

multi-arm trials.11 However, when multiple comparisons

are made in multi-arm trials, multiplicity adjustments may

need to be considered to avoid an increase in the type I

error rate. Next, we describe some of the considerations

involved in the case of multiple study arms.

Is the trial of exploratory or confirmatory nature?

Exploratory trials often occur earlier in the development of

a new intervention (e.g. phase I or phase II trials and some
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pilot trials). The key difference between an exploratory

and confirmatory trial is that the latter is designed to seek

a definitive answer to a specified hypothesis with the find-

ings intended to be used for final decision making, includ-

ing the licensing of treatments.12 Whereas findings from an

exploratory trial will have to be tested in further trials, re-

sults from a confirmatory trial can address a pre-specified

key hypothesis for generating evidence to inform decision

making.5 Note that the results of trials designed as con-

firmatory, depending upon their findings, may also require

confirmation or refutation in future trials. An individual

trial may also have both confirmatory and exploratory as-

pects. For example, most confirmatory trials may include

further exploratory analyses which can be used to explain

or support the trial findings and for suggesting further

hypotheses for later research. Another difference between

confirmatory and exploratory trials is that confirmatory

trials are usually designed to answer the research questions

with specified sample size determined in the study proto-

col, whereas exploratory trials may not be enforced to

meet a specified sample size requirement. In a confirmatory

clinical trial, it is generally required to carefully consider

multiplicity adjustment in a predefined statistical analysis

plan, report all the relevant findings transparently and pro-

vide appropriate interpretations.4,13 In contrast, multipli-

city adjustments in exploratory trials may not be required,

because any positive findings from exploratory trials

should undergo additional testing before changing clinical

practice.4,5 Multiplicity adjustments may not be necessary

in exploratory trials, but acknowledging the implications

of multiplicity is also important to help interpret the trial

results.

Are the treatments (arms) distinct or related?

There is a consensus in the literature that multiplicity ad-

justments are required if the different treatment arms are

related.4 For instance, if a trial evaluates different dosages

or regimens of a treatment compared with the same control

arm, then adequate multiple testing adjustments should be

performed. The underlying rationale is that if any of the

null hypotheses being tested is rejected, it would poten-

tially lead to a recommendation in favour of the new treat-

ment. For example, a phase III randomized controlled trial

was conducted to explore the effect of addition of doce-

taxel to two platinum regimens (i.e. docetaxel plus cis-

platin, or docetaxel plus carboplatin) on survival

compared with a same control arm of standard first-line

chemotherapy (i.e. vinorelbine and cisplatin) in

chemotherapy-naive patients with advanced non small-cell

lung cancer.14 Because both the two treatment arms used

the same regimen (docetaxel) and added a platinum agent

as an adjunct (cisplatin or carboplatin), they were related

with each other. Therefore, a multiplicity adjustment was

required in this trial.15 However, there is currently no con-

sensus on the need for multiplicity adjustment in a multi-

arm trial with distinct treatment arms, according to find-

ings from a recent review.4 Multiplicity adjustments may

be of lesser importance in the case of distinct treatment

arms. For instance, it may be less important to adjust for

multiplicity in a smoking cessation study which compares

two different intervention arms (educational training, med-

ical intervention) with no intervention. The rationale is

that this situation is analogous to running two separate tri-

als under the same protocol; in the case of a separate trial,

it would not be required to adjust for the other trial being

conducted simultaneously.

Are findings summarized in one conclusion?

It is generally recognized that multiplicity should be con-

trolled if the findings are summarized in one single conclu-

sion for a multi-arm trial.1,5 The reason is that such

finding would be based on comparisons that are implicitly

correlated due to the shared control arm, and thus summa-

rizing the findings in one single conclusion essentially in-

volves testing multiple connected primary hypotheses

simultaneously. Therefore, all the comparisons included in

the single conclusion are regarded as one experiment or

family of connected comparisons.15 For example, if the

global objective is to assess whether two new treatments

(T1, T2) are ‘both superior to the control arm (C)’, it is ne-

cessary to adjust for multiplicity - because the global com-

parison essentially involves testing two connected primary

hypotheses regarding the superiority of each of the two

treatments against the control.5

What if there are multiple outcomes?

Clinical trials often assess multiple outcomes (or ‘end-

points’) such as symptoms, blood test results, side effects,

quality of life, or death, to try to maximize the usefulness

of information from a costly trial. For example in a cardio-

vascular trial, outcomes of interest may include hospital-

ization, stroke, heart failure, myocardial infarction,

cardiac arrest, disability and death. If we test each of the

individual outcomes separately at a nominal 5% level and

obtain any significant difference, the probability of a spuri-

ous claim of significance is higher than the anticipated

5%.2,16,17

To avoid inflation of the type I error rate, several solu-

tions have been proposed.2,5,16–18 The first option is to

identify one single outcome as the primary outcome and to

treat the remaining outcomes as secondary in the study de-

sign. There is no need to adjust for multiplicity when there

is a single primary outcome, as findings for secondary
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outcomes are considered subsidiary and exploratory, ra-

ther than confirmatory.

A second potential solution that has been proposed is to

use a composite outcome by including all the outcomes,

for example based on the time-to-first-event principle.

Composite outcomes have several advantages, including

that they allow one to choose a combination of relevant

outcomes and avoid issues related to competing risks, and

they can improve statistical power over using any single

outcome, among others.2 However, concerns have been

raised about the use of composite outcomes, including dif-

ficulty with respect to interpreting a significant difference

in a composite outcome comprising many outcomes, and

the underlying implication that all the individual outcomes

involved in a composite are of similar importance to pa-

tients.19–21

A third solution that has been suggested is to conduct a

global measure test for the multiple outcomes by adding

up the standardized effect sizes for all the individual out-

comes with weights reflecting different importance of out-

comes, and then testing the summed effect size.17 A

disadvantage of this approach is that determining appro-

priate weights for effect sizes of the individual outcomes

can be challenging because of the need to account for cor-

relations between the individual outcomes.1,17 Another

similar solution termed ‘win ratio’ has been proposed re-

cently, in which the approach could prioritize the more im-

portant component of the composite (e.g. cause-specific

mortality) and use the number of pairs in which the patient

on new treatment ‘won’ divided by the numbers of pairs

‘lost’ to produce a win ratio.22 The win ratio approach has

gained increasing popularity in cardiovascular research;

however, concerns have been raised including: failure to

employ actual survival times from randomization to event

occurrence; the potential impairment of the randomization

process due to the matching procedure; and the potential

exclusion of large percentages of the less important compo-

nents preceding the more important components in the win

ratio calculation settings, among others.22,23

What if we conduct multiple interim analyses?

Multiple analyses for the same outcomes at different fixed

time points are often required as interim analyses for accu-

mulating data to monitor trials over the long term.5,24

They aim to determine whether to stop the trial early if the

new treatments are significantly superior to the control

arm or cause more adverse events. Conducting multiple

analyses entails repeated use of the same data, thereby

increasing the type I error rate. It is therefore necessary to

consider multiplicity adjustments to account for interim

analyses of the same outcome at different time points.

The extensive literature for interim analyses focuses on

methods for group-sequential designs.25–27 Note that it is

usually required to choose a stringent stopping rule for

pre-specified interim monitoring, to obtain a significance

level of close to 0.05 in the final analysis.24,28–31 For in-

stance, it may be adequate to select a very small P-value

of< 0.001 as stopping rule in interim analyses.30–32 The

HOPE (Heart Outcomes Prevention Evaluation) trial

aimed to assess the effect of ramipril (an angiotensin-

converting enzyme inhibitor) compared with placebo on

the composite of myocardial infarction, stroke or death

from cardiovascular causes in patients at high risk of car-

diovascular events.33 For the stopping rules in interim ana-

lyses, the trial used a P-value of� 0.00003 during the first

half and a P-value of�0.002 in the second half of the trial.

By doing so, the trial retained the P-value of close to 0.05

(i.e.,0.05-0.00003-0.002¼ 0.048) for the final analysis.33

Alternatively, identification of stopping rules can be based

on the crude estimate of treatment effect (e.g. O’Brien and

Fleming’s method34 and Kittelson and Emerson’s

method35), the normalized Z statistic and the fixed sample

P-value (e.g. Wang and Tsiatis’s method36 and Pocock’s

method25), or the error spending function (e.g. Lan and

DeMets’s approach37 and Kim and DeMets’s method38),

which is summarized in a tutorial in detail by Emerson

et al.39

What if we have repeated measurements for the

same outcomes?

It is not uncommon that the same outcome is assessed re-

peatedly over time on the same participants. Repeated test-

ing of the same outcome at different times will generally

lead to an inflated type I error rate; thus it is required to

consider multiplicity adjustments for individual measure-

ment for the same outcome.1,40,41 Clinical trials using re-

peated measures have to be longitudinally analysed, in

order to take trends over time into account. The primary

interest in such trials is usually the over-time difference be-

tween the study arms. For example, researchers may re-

peatedly measure outcomes such as blood pressure, drug

clearance fraction, depression or pain scores, whether

admitted to hospitals in the intervention and control

groups over time. Multiplicity adjustments may have to be

considered for between-subject effects (e.g. differences be-

tween treatment groups), within-subject effects (e.g.

within-subject differences over time) or both (e.g. differ-

ence between treatment groups and within-subject differ-

ences over time).5 Alternatively, to avoid multiplicity

adjustment, one potential solution is to analyse all the re-

peated measurements in a single model after the data col-

lection is complete, using either repeated measures analysis
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of variance (ANOVA) or a mixed-effect model in which

the group by time interaction is assessed for statistical sig-

nificance.5 However, this solution may not allow evalu-

ation of the treatment effect comparisons at each time

point (contrasts). Testing for such contrasts can be

achieved in longitudinal analyses by having a model with a

treatment effect parameter at each follow-up time and

averaging over the treatment effect parameters, or by

incorporating a time-treatment interaction in a model.

Other options may include using the measurements at the

last time point (or other predefined fixed time point) as the

primary outcome and treating measurements at other time

points as secondary outcomes. By doing so, it may be less

necessary to adjust for multiplicity because there is one sin-

gle primary outcome. Likewise, another potential solution

for avoiding multiplicity adjustment may be to create a sin-

gle summary score of the repeated measurements, such as

area under the curve.

What if we have multiple secondary outcomes?

As mentioned above in the first solution for multiple out-

comes in, findings for secondary outcomes are usually

treated as exploratory results. Any definitive finding for

secondary outcomes may require further confirmatory

studies to support them. Therefore it is less necessary to ad-

just for multiple testing for multiple secondary outcomes.

What if we run multiple subgroup analyses for the

same outcomes?

It is not uncommon to undertake subgroup analyses in

clinical trials to determine whether the overall trial finding

applies to all eligible patients or whether there is any differ-

ence in effect of interventions between subgroups defined

on, for example, sex, age, presence of comorbidity or se-

verity of illness.42 Authors presenting subgroup analyses

need to carefully consider whether any multiplicity issues

would arise. Multiplicity adjustments are required if prede-

fined subgroup analyses are specified for the following rea-

sons: (i) to confirm biological plausibility (because

differences in baseline characteristics may have a sound

biological basis to support subgroup claims); (ii) to con-

firm reasonable existing hypotheses (in which the hypothe-

ses are formulated based on previous good quality

evidence); and (iii) to show subgroup effects for supporting

decision making in target populations (by seeking a defini-

tive answer to specified subgroup hypotheses to inform de-

cision making). Subgroup analyses satisfying the three

aforementioned conditions are considered as having a con-

firmatory nature, thereby requiring multiplicity adjust-

ments.5,24,43,44 Whereas many trials pre-specify subgroup

analyses which are considered supportive to examine treat-

ment consistency, others conduct a posteriori subgroup

analyses after the finalized protocol and/or data collection

have been completed. Post hoc subgroup analyses are usu-

ally considered to be of an exploratory nature.5 Thus, post

hoc subgroup analyses after the study is done can only be

used to generate hypotheses, rather than making strong in-

ferences.24 Consequently there is less need to adjust for

multiplicity in a posteriori subgroup analyses for the same

outcomes. However, of note, the overall trial findings are

always better estimates of treatment effect than a posteriori

subgroup results, regardless of whether the trial is con-

sidered exploratory or confirmatory. Reasons include lack

of power to detect subgroup effects, the caveats of data

dredging which may lead to false subgroup effects, the risk

of spurious significant findings purely because of chance,

and scepticism due to lack of consistency in the case of

qualitative interactions (i.e. one treatment is beneficial in

some subgroups but harmful in others).42,45,46

What if we conduct multiple sensitivity analyses

for the same outcomes?

Sensitivity analyses in trials are usually performed to evalu-

ate whether the main results are consistent under a range

of different assumptions, thereby assessing the robustness

of the key findings. Sensitivity analyses may include using

different definitions for the outcomes, comparing alterna-

tive approaches for dealing with missing data or data out-

liers, adjusting for baseline imbalances, performing

competing risk analyses, tackling non-adherence or proto-

col violation, etc.47 Findings from sensitivity analyses are

considered subsidiary support for results from primary

analyses. Since they do not have a confirmatory nature, it

is not required to conduct multiplicity adjustments for sen-

sitivity analyses.

What if we want to conduct multiple secondary

analyses using the trial data to answer other

research questions?

Because conducting clinical trials is usually costly and

time-consuming, it is not uncommon to perform secondary

analyses using the trial database to address other research

questions. In fact, it is becoming increasingly recom-

mended to embed trials or Studies Within A Trial

(SWATs), in order to resolve uncertainties about the effects

of different ways of designing, conducting, analysing and

interpreting evaluations of healthcare interventions.48 An

example of SWAT can be found in a telehealth intervention

study that compares different methods to improve compli-

ance in the intervention arm in patients with chronic
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obstructive pulmonary disease.49 Besides, researchers may

use the data already collected in the trial to identify factors

(other than the intervention itself) associated with the pri-

mary or secondary outcomes, or they may want to focus

on other outcomes (rather than the primary or secondary

outcomes). For example, the PROTECT (Prophylaxis for

Thromboembolism in Critical Care Trial) was conducted

to evaluate the effect of dalteparin versus unfractionated

heparin on proximal leg deep vein thrombosis in critically

ill patients.50 Subsequently, some studies used the data to

investigate the risk factors of major bleeding,51 thrombo-

cytopenia52 and all-cause death,53 and to explore the pre-

dictors and consequences of co-enrolment of critically ill

patients.54 These secondary analyses were not predefined

in the protocol of the trial because they were unrelated to

the main research question.55 Some secondary analyses re-

flect secondary research questions generated and logged

before the trial ends by the participating international trial-

ists, whereas other secondary analyses are not nested

within original analytical plans. Such approaches may rep-

resent a cost-effective way to address new questions with

trial data already collected, as long as the trial database is

sufficiently complete to rigorously answer the new ques-

tion. Results from secondary analyses are typically used to

generate hypotheses, and their findings should be con-

firmed in further independent studies.5 In addition, the

questions being asked in secondary analyses are generally

quite different from the primary research question(s) and

thus represent different families. Therefore, there is no

need to adjust for multiplicity in secondary analyses.

Statistical methods to adjust for multiplicity

There are several statistical methods that have been pro-

posed for multiplicity adjustments. The simplest, most

classical and practical method is the Bonferroni adjustment

based on P-values. In a Bonferroni adjustment, the individ-

ual comparisons are each tested at a significance level of a/

k, where k is the number of comparisons and a is the

desired experiment-wise error rate. In this approach, the

experiment-wise error rate for the trial remains at a level

of a. The disadvantages of the Bonferroni method include

low power, being overly conservative and involving irrele-

vant null hypotheses.1,6,8,56 Modifications to the

Bonferroni approach have been proposed, including pro-

cedures by Holm57 and Hochberg,58 both of which are

popular and prominent multiplicity adjustment methods.

Recently, many advanced multiplicity adjustment proced-

ures have been proposed and developed. Details of

advanced methods are available in a tutorial published

elsewhere, in which the authors summarized the methods

with examples including recycling unspent significance

levels when testing hierarchical hypotheses, adapting a to

the findings of previous testing and consistency require-

ment, graphical methods that permit repeated recycling of

the significance level, and grouping hypotheses into hier-

archical families of hypotheses along with recycling the sig-

nificance level between those families.59

Multiplicity-related issues in study design,
analysis plan and interpretation of results

In trials with confirmatory analyses in which issues of multi-

plicity cannot be avoided by design, multiplicity adjustments

should always be considered and should be clearly identified

in the study protocol. In cases where relevant adjustments are

not carried out, a clear explanation should be provided and

study results must be interpreted with caution. Multiplicity

adjustment can become very challenging if several levels of

multiple testing exist in a trial. For example, a trial may have

multi-arm treatments, evaluate several primary outcomes, re-

quire multiple interim analyses and collect data repeatedly. In

such a scenario, a simple Bonferroni adjustment would be im-

practical and more complex statistical procedures are needed.

Therefore, we recommend that trialists seek and heed the ex-

pert advice of biostatisticians or methodologists in identifying

potential multiplicity problems and determining statistical

approaches for addressing them during the study design and

analysis stages. A detailed statistical analysis plan clearly pre-

defined before any treatment code is broken is essential for

any clinical trial; in addition, measured and appropriate con-

sideration and interpretation of study findings in the light of

multiplicity issues are of primary importance.5 It should be

noted that multiplicity issues also impact on the type II error

rate and hence on study power. For example, increases in the

sample size may be required to account for multiplicity ad-

justments that attempt to maintain the overall type I error

rate.9,60 Such multiplicity-related issues need to be taken into

account in the study design, analysis plan and result interpret-

ation for clinical trials.

Discussion

We have presented an introduction to multiplicity adjust-

ments in clinical trials, aiming to provide a non-technical

scoping overview and to reduce the confusion around mul-

tiple testing questions. Furthermore, to facilitate under-

standing, we summarize and categorize the relevant

conditions that are needed for multiplicity adjustment

considerations in terms of trial design factors

including Population, Intervention/Comparison, Outcome,

Timeframe and Analysis (PICOTA) in Table 1. For in-

stance, multiplicity adjustment questions may arise when

multiple subgroup populations are analysed, in which
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more details can be referred to ‘What if we run multiple

subgroup analyses for the same outcomes?’ in the FAQs

section and in Table 1. Moreover, flow diagrams are pro-

vided in Figures 1 to 5 with key information and references

according to the PICOTA framework.

In general, for trials dealing with common conditions,

multiplicity adjustment considerations are required if there

are no less than two primary hypotheses, unless one as-

sumes that there is an explicit hierarchy in the multiple

hypotheses. This would apply to trials generally, including

factorial trials, and trials with superiority, equivalence and

non-inferiority aims. Adjustments for multiplicity need to

be consistent with the planned confirmatory hypotheses.

Some concerns may be raised about the need for multipli-

city adjustments in trials for rare diseases where it is diffi-

cult to obtain adequate sample sizes. It is important to

remind ourselves that multiplicity adjustments primarily

apply to confirmatory hypotheses and corresponding ana-

lyses. These decisions are made during the design stage of a

trial to ensure that there is adequate power to handle the

necessary a adjustments. In trials for rare diseases, it is

often difficult to achieve satisfactory power for a single

Figure 1. Flow diagram of conditions needed for multiplicity adjustment

considerations and recommendations in terms of Population.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of conditions needed for multiplicity adjustment

considerations and recommendations in terms of Intervention/

Comparison.

Figure 3. Flow diagram of conditions needed for multiplicity adjustment

considerations and recommendations in terms of Outcome.

Table 1. Relevant conditions needed for multiplicity adjustment considerations and references in terms of trial design factors in

the FAQs section

Trial design factor Related condition needed for

multiplicity adjustment consideration

Reference

Population Multiple subgroup analyses What if we run multiple subgroup analyses for the same

outcomes?

Intervention/Comparison Multi-arm interventions What if we have more than two study arms?

Outcome Multiple outcomes What if there are multiple outcomes?

Multiple secondary outcomes What if we have multiple secondary outcomes?

Repeated measurements What if we have repeated measurements for the same outcomes?

Time frame Multiple interim analyses What if we conduct multiple interim analyses?

Analysis Multiple sensitivity analyses What if we conduct multiple sensitivity analyses for the same

outcomes?

Multiple secondary analyses for other

research questions

What if we want to conduct multiple secondary analyses using the

trial data to answer other research questions?
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confirmatory hypothesis, let alone more than one.13 As

such, most trials of rare diseases either use composite out-

comes as a strategy to enhance power or they are designed

as exploratory investigations with no multiplicity implica-

tions. However, we recommend that the potential

increased family-wise error rate should be quantified in de-

tail and reported transparently when multiplicity adjust-

ments are inevitably considered.

In this article, however, we did not describe detailed

statistical methods for multiplicity adjustments. There are

a large number of publications discussing statistical meth-

ods for multiplicity adjustments in the literature.1,6,59–62

Herein we focus on commonly encountered questions

about the need for multiplicity corrections, using a tutorial

style. This may mitigate the burden of reading and under-

standing, especially for novice researchers.

In conclusion, multiplicity adjustments remain a chal-

lenging issue in trials, with a sizeable proportion of pub-

lished trials inadequately correcting for multiplicity.

Confusion around the interpretation of trial results with

multiplicity issues may be reduced or avoided through

careful consideration of such issues in the design stage and

with a clearly pre-specified statistical analysis plan.

Accordingly, sample size calculations should take into ac-

count multiplicity adjustments and the potential increase

in the type II error in the study design phase.
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